Competition Terms and Conditions
« Fun Month »
I. Organiser/Object

MIS Group Intl., whose offices are located at United House, North Road, London, N7 9DP, are
organisers of the game ‘Fun Month’.
This game is intended for members (panellists) of all internet sites belonging to MIS Group.
This contest is neither organised or sponsored by Facebook, Instagram, Google, Apple, Microsoft or
any other third party.

II. General Conditions of Participation – Registration Rules

This game is strictly reserved to all persons aged 18 or over at the time of participation, who is not
legally incapacitated, who has access to the internet and who has a registered account on one of the
partner sites (FreeCosmeticTesting.com, TryNewPerfumes.com, TestailProdotto.it, PanelEuropa.it).
The Organiser, the Organiser’s employees and the Organiser’s family, or any other person
professionally related to this game, are excluded from participation.
The game will run from the 1st day of the chosen month until the final day of the chosen month,
inclusive.
To take part in the competition, the participant must vote, or submit a photo or video file that
adheres to the parameters of the format and size stated on the Upload form before the final day of
the month. Any participants who upload files involving nudity, illegal activity, violence, gore or
content otherwise deemed inappropriate by the Organiser will be excluded from the competition.
The Organiser reserves the right to reject or accept content submitted for the competition without
notifying the participant and is not obligated to provide a reason for this.
To submit content, participants must confirm that:
• The file is their own content, for which they own the exclusive rights.
• Every person, directly or indirectly identifiable from the content, has given their express
permission for the file to be uploaded.
Having accepted these conditions and having successfully submitted content, the content will be
automatically uploaded onto the dedicate site page, without any obligation from the Organiser to
notify the participant.
By agreeing to participate in this competition, the participants give consent to provide personal data
to the Organiser.

These participants accept that the Organiser will retain their data for use, without claiming other
compensation than their participation in the competition, and this, for a duration of 99 years,
following the closure of the competition.

One single content submission is allowed per member (measured by name and address) during the
competition.
Multiple entries by professional groups, consumer groups or third parties will not be counted, or will
not be accepted.
The Organiser reserves the right to verify the accuracy of the data provided by the participant, any
participant found to not comply with the terms and conditions of the competition will be excluded
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prize.
The Organiser reserves the right to exclude any participant who has supplied a false identity, false
address, attempted to cheat or generally contravened one or more provisions laid out in these terms
and conditions.
MIS Group and their representatives will not be held responsible for any late, incomplete, or lost
entries for technical reasons or other reasons.
Any participation, in a form other than that provided for in the present rules, will not be taken into
account, and will be considered as void, and will not give rise to any refund of connection fees.

III. Presentation of the prizes and designation of the winner

The closing date of the game will be the final day of the chosen month.
The three winners will be those whose content has received the most number of votes, in order of
how many votes has been received, and who have fulfilled the following conditions:
- Has submitted content deemed original and appropriate by the Organiser.
- Has received votes from genuine and validated members of the partner sites.
- Has an account with one of the partner sites of this game (Section II).
- Has fulfilled all the conditions laid out in these terms.
The final votes will be counted from midnight (GMT) on the final day of the month.
Winners with the same amount of points will then be chosen at random.
The first-place winner will be awarded a prize of 100 £, the second-place winner will be awarded a
prize of £50 and the third place to tenth place winners will be awarded a prize of £10.
Each prize will be sent via cheque, gift voucher, banker transfer or PayPal, at the winner’s discretion.
The winners will be notified by email and announced on the Facebook page of the partner sites and
on the dedicated page on the partner sites.
No one can earn more than the planned monetary amount or prize.
Any exchange of other monetary amounts or prizes in any way is excluded.
The elements that make up the voting process are not covered by any guarantee and cannot be
exchanged or returned.

If the winner is unable to use or claim his/her prize for any reason whatsoever, he/she will lose the
benefit thereof and the Organiser may dispose of the prize at the Organiser’s sole discretion without
any responsibility towards the winner.

IV. General provisions

Participation in the game implies the express and unreserved acceptance of the present rules in all
stipulations, the rules of professional conduct in force, as well as the laws and regulations applicable
to games in force in your country.
Participants agree to refrain from implementing or seeking to implement any method of
participation that is not strictly in accordance with the principles of the game and these terms and
conditions.
The Organiser reserves the right to disqualify any participant who alters the operation of the game
or who violates the official rules.
The Organiser reserves the right to pursue anyone who attempts to defraud or hinder the smoothrunning of this competition and to conduction any verification checks for compliance with these
rules, including to rule out any participant who has contravened any of these conditions or
attempted fraud.
It is agreed that the data stored in the Organiser’s information databases have probative force in all
disputes regarding the identity data of the participants, as well as the information resulting from the
processing of files related to the competition.
These terms and conditions are available free of charge and upon request from the Organiser, MIS
Group, or from the partner sites of the competition.
Winners agree to participate in related advertising accompanying or resulting from the competition,
without additional compensation.
The winners therefore authorise, free of charge, the Organiser to use, for a period of 99 years from
the date of closure of the competition, the data provided for this competition, in any public
promotions related to the competition, without being provided with any additional compensation
other than the prize won.
The sale, transfer or exchange of the prize is strictly prohibited.
Any attempt to sell, pass on or exchange the prize will result in its withdrawal by the Organiser and
its cancellation.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Organiser cannot be held responsible for any loss or
damage caused by factors related to this competition.

The winner participates in this game at his/her own risk and the Organiser declines all responsibility
with respect to the prize draws.

In particular, the Organiser cannot be held responsible for any events beyond the Organiser’s control
once the prize has been awarded to the winner. The winner is subject to the policies and terms and
conditions of any third party involved in the performance of this competition. The terms and
conditions applicable to the prize have been provided extensively as possible.
The organizer reserves the right to extend, curtail, modify, or cancel this competition due to force
majeure or events beyond the Organiser’s control. If for any reason the competition should not
proceed as intended, such as due to fraud, technical malfunction, or any other reason beyond the
control of the Organiser that corrupts or affects the management, security, fairness or proper
performance of the competition, the Organiser then reserves the right to cancel, modify, suspend, or
terminate the competition without warning or delay, without the participants being able to seek
liability for any losses.
The organizer will have final say, and in the respect of laws, over any question of application and/or
interpretation of the present rules as well as any question not regulated by these, and which would
come to arise during the competition. Any question relating to the legal interpretation of these rules
will be subject to your country law. In case of legal action, and only after trying to resolve any
dispute amicably, courts on your country shall be sole competent authority.
Participants may request access to their personal data and/or have the option to correct it if it is
incorrect before participating in the competition. To exercise these rights, participants can contact
the Organiser. The participants agree that their personal data may also be transferred to
subcontractors of the Organiser for the same purpose as that indicated above.

